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DEFORMABILITY OF A SUBMANIFOLD IN

A EUCLIDEAN SPACE

WHOSE IMAGE BY THE GAUSS MAP IS FDŒD

YOSIO MUTÖ

Abstract. In the present paper, deformations of an immersion of an

m-dimensional manifold M in Euclidean /i-space R" such that the Gauss

image is fixed pointwise are studied. We call such deformations admissible

deformations. The main theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition

for an immersed manifold to admit nontrivial admissible deformations.

1. Let M be an m-dimensional C°° manifold and /': M X I —» R" a C°°

immersion where 7 is some interval, 0 E 7. /'(/) is defined by i(t)M = i(M X

t) and we write i(t)M = M(t). M(t) is called a deformation of M(0). We

assume the Gauss map T: M(t) —> G(m, « - m) is regular for t E 7. Let M(t)

have the local expression

xh = xh(yx,...,ym;t) (1.1)

where x\ . . . , x" are the rectangular coordinates in R" and y1, . . . ,ym are

local coordinates in M. We understand

3,d> =-:,        3,d> = —-,        Í» = d>- = —-
3x' A 3/ 3'

«, /',/, . . . = 1, . . . , «;        k, X, p, . . . = 1, . . . , m.

Suppose there exists a (1, 1)-tensor field a(y; t) satisfying

dxxh = <30*\ (1.2)

Obviously the geometrical meaning of this equation is that the Gauss image of

M(t) is fixed against t for each point of M. Let us call any such deformation

M(t) an admissible deformation in this paper. As usual let g^ be the compo-

nents of the Riemannian metric of M(t) induced by the immersion, {¿x} be

the Christoffel symbols, V be covariant differentiation with respect to the

Christoffel symbols, B^ = dxh/dy* and 77^ be the second fundamental

tensor.

First we get from (1.2):

W* - { /a W" = Vx'*.* + W-
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Then in view of the identity ^h^J,^líK   = 0 we get

Va"-Vm*. (1.3)

<HXah - ayH¿>. (1.4)

Differentiating g^ = ^,hdlixhdxxh with respect to t we get

¿uA = V + av (1.5)

where a^ = a/g^- From this and

ä7(9^-{^}^-{A}^) = 0
we get

(v/ - {;„}>* + (vA- - {;X)>,M=o.

This shows that the tensor defined by

is skew symmetric in u and A. On the other hand, AvpX is symmetric in v and u

in view of (1.3). Hence we have

(A)' = VxK- (1-6)

Differentiating

V-aA**-lMx)8«*
and the Gauss equation

jf _ V1   tj   hir    h _  ^   if    Air    A
äi-hAk   —   Zj  "y*  "fiA Zi *V "r\

h h

with respect to t and taking (1.6) into account, we get

«M   = «a'V- (1.7)

2. From (1.8) we get:

Theorem 2.1. Assume in an admissible deformation M(t) that M(0) is a fiat

Riemannian manifold. Then M(t) is a flat Riemannian manifold.

From (1.5) and (1.6) we can easily prove:

Theorem 2.2. Assume in an admissible deformation M(t) that t induces an

l*isometric deformation of M(t). Then the tensor field a* is covariantly constant

and aM - - av

If an admissible deformation M(t) is such that the tensor field a vanishes,

then M(t) undergoes only parallel displacements. If (af) is a scalar matrix,

then M(t) changes homothetically. In such cases the admissible deformation

is said to be trivial.
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Let i0: M -» R" be a C00 immersion. If there exists a nontrivial admissible

deformation M(t) such that Af(0) = i0M, then A/(0) is said to be nontrivially

deformable with the Gauss image fixed, or to admit a nontrivial admissible

deformation.

A typical nontrivial deformation with fixed Gauss image is found in the

case of « = m + 1, as is well known.

Remark 1. If « = m + 1, we have for any deformation xh = iNh + txBx

where N is the unit normal vector field, i is a function on M and tx is a vector

field on M. Then we get

V = (V + ̂ «JA* + (-ÊA/ + V/)7V-
(1.2) is satisfied if we take tx such that V^ -I- i*«^ = 0 and put ax = V^ -

A product immersion also admits a nontrivial admissible deformation.

Remark 2. By a product immersion we mean the case M = Mx X

M2, i(t)M = ix(t)Mx X i2(t)M2. Then a nontrivial admissible deformation is

obtained if we assume ix(t)Mx and i2(f)M2 are homothetic to ix(0)Mx and

i2(0)M2, respectively.

3. We prove the following main theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact Cx manifold and let M0 = i0M be a C°°

immersion into R" expressed locally by xh = <ph(yx, . ■ ■ ,ym) where the xh

(« = 1, . . . , «) are rectangular coordinates and y" (k = \, . . ., m) are local

coordinates of M. Let bx be a (1, ])-tensor field on M such that there exists no

constant c satisfying bx   = c8x and consider the following conditions:

(i) bx  satisfies the equations

WW        b;HXnh = bx°H¿ (3.1)

where the Riemannian connection is induced by the immersion /'0;

(ii) there exist functions Vh (h = 1, . . ., «) satisfying

\Vh = bp°oa<ph. (3.2)

Then (a) condition (i) follows from (ii); (b) // M is simply connected, (i) is

equivalent to (ii); (c) a necessary and sufficient condition that the immersion M0

admits a nontrivial admissible deformation is that there exists a tensor field bx"

satisfying the condition (ii); (d) especially when M is simply connected, M0

admits a nontrivial admissible deformation if there exists a tensor field bxK

satisfying (i).

Proof, (a) is obtained if we substitute (3.2) into o^V1" - dxd)iVh = 0. As

the bp°dayh are closed forms on M if (3.1) holds, (b) follows immediately, (d)

is obtained from (b) and (c). Hence we need only to prove (c) and especially

the sufficiency, for (3.2) is a special case of (1.2).

For that purpose first consider the system of ordinary differential equations
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day/dt + « = 0 (3-3)

with the initial condition ^"(O) = bxK at each point p of M. Let A = (axK)

and B = (bxK). Then the solution is

A = (E + Bt)~lB

where E is the unit matrix and the domain of t is a certain interval ( — ep, ep).

M being compact, there exists a positive number e such that e < ep for all

p E M.li we consider at each point of M the system of ordinary differential

equations

dßf/dt = a;(t)ßah, (3.4)

there exists also a unique solution ß h(t) satisfying the initial condition

/V(0) = *y- (3-5)

From (3.3) and (3.4) we get d%h/dt2 = 0 and the solution of (3.4) is

/V = /V(°) + V(0)£*(0)/.
Then in view of (3.2) and (3.5) we get

K = M<Ph(y) + Vh(y)t) (3.6)

and the immersion given by

xh(y; t) = cp"(y) + Vh(y)t (3.7)

satisfies

d2xh(y; t)/dyxdt = dxVh. (3.8)

On the other hand we get, from (3.6) and (3.7), a°üaxh(y; t) = a°ßah which

becomes on account of (3.4) and (3.6):

%a\xh(y; 0-3j8„*/3/ = 9„K*.

From this result and (3.8) we get 92x*/ô>A3f = axod0;c'' and (c) is proved.

Q.E.D.
We want to give an application. The space of (1, l)-tensor fields bx"

satisfying (3.1) is a vector space over R if the case bxK = c8x is not excluded.

Let us denote it by b. Let / = dim b and h = dim 77 \M). Then there exists a

subspace b, of b of dimension at least I — h such that bxdaxx is a gradient for

each tensor field bx* of b,. There exists also a subspace b2 of b, of dimension

at least I — 2h such that bxadax2 is a gradient for each element bx* of b2 and

so on. Thus, if / — nh — 1 > 0 holds, there exists a tensor field bx" satisfying

(ii) of Theorem 3.1. This proves:

Theorem 3.2. If I = dim b and h = dim 77 X(M) satisfy I - nh — 1 > 0,

then the immersion i0M admits a nontrivial admissible deformation.

4. Let M be a Veronese manifold immersed in a Euclidean space R" in full.

If 77^* is the second fundamental tensor at a point p of M, then for any

vector uh of R" satisfying
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2t7mv = o,
h

we have [1]

uH = txBxh.

As we have « = m(m + 3)/2 for the Veronese manifold, the above men-

tioned fact indicates that there exist among « symmetric (m X m) matrices

(77^*) just m(m + l)/2 linearly independent symmetric matrices. This proves

that the matrix (a^) satisfying (1.4) is a scalar matrix. Thus we have

Theorem 4.1. A Veronese manifold immersed in a Euclidean space in full

admits no nontrivial admissible deformation.

This means that, when a Veronese manifold immersed in a Euclidean space

in full undergoes a deformation other than a parallel displacement, a homo-

thety, or their composition, then the Gauss image moves pointwise.

5. Let us consider an immersion z'0: A7-» R" and an admissible deforma-

tion M(t), M(0) = i0M, again. Let 77^* be the second fundamental tensor of

M(t) at i(t)p where p is fixed. When p and X are given and « runs the range

1, . . . , « we get components of a vector of R". There are m2 such vectors and

they span a vector space whose dimension we denote by dp. Then dp satisfies

dp < m(m + l)/2 and dp < « — m. In view of (1.7) we get:

Theorem 5.1. dp is an invariant of any admissible deformation.
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